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330-462-3481 (Molly)

7037 Hutton Rd
Smithville, OH 44677

baltictruckingfurniture
@gmail.com

330-466-2010 (Amy)

330-621-8168 (Ashley)

we are your expert in
providing the right solution for
your furniture shipping needs

QUOTE?
If you want a quote please
provide us:
a. Store name
b. piece getting delivered -
complete size and any
additional information
(pictures are good too)
c. Where the furniture will be
picked up from
d. Where the furniture is going
- City, State, and Zip
code
e. We will get you a quote
within 24 hours or less!

REACH OUT
Email
baltictruckingfurniture@
gmail.com
(or fax 330-669-3809) for
a quote or
request for delivery

SCHEDULE
See our schedule for when
our furniture will be
scheduled for delivery. We
will then contact the
customer about 1 week
before delivery and give
them the date and 2hr time
frame. We will pick up
furniture and bring back to
our warehouse and then
load in trailers. The delivery
drivers are to contact
customer if the date and
time given to them changes.

DAMAGES?
Hey, we're only human, and
accidents do happen. We know
it's a bummer, but rest assured
we're on it! If the damage is our
fault, we'll bring it back, get it
repaired, and take it back to
the customer good as new, no
charge. 
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-Schedule date is the day we set up the route.

-Load date is the deadline we need to have the furniture
here to load on the trailer.

-Delivery week is the week we will be delivering 
(or picking up) in that region.

-If the pick up is in OH we can pick up at any time.

About Us: 

Milan Baltic grew up a dairy farmer in
North East Ohio. He married Amy in
1995 and began trucking in 1998. He

delivered outdoor Amish furniture and
propane tanks with his flat bed trailer

for 4 years. And then delivered dog
food to pet stores for 3 years. In

November 2005 he began trucking
indoor Amish furniture for a large

website store. In 2010 Baltic Trucking
started hauling for multiple stores and
manufacturers. Milan and Amy have 10
children, 2 married and a grandkid on
the way! Now in 2023 Baltic Trucking
has a small fleet of trucks, enclosed
trailers, and sprinter vans with 3 CDL
drivers and 4-6 warehouse laborers.

We currently work with about 50 retail
stores and several wholesale shops.

Our warehouse is at our private home
in the country where we are loading
trailers and do maintenance on the

trucks and trailers.


